A COMPARISON OF E-WASTE EXTENDED PRODUCER RESPONSIBILITY LAWS IN THE EUROPEAN UNION AND CHINA
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INTRODUCTION

Technological advances and economic development have made the world increasingly dependent on electronic devices. Electronics are so ubiquitous, that in 2013 the United Nations estimated that more people have access to cell phones than toilets. This should come as no surprise: 1.75 billion cell phones were sold in 2012, and cell phones are just one of the myriad of electronics available to consumers. With all these electronics buzzing around, a natural question is: where do they wind up?

The answer depends largely on where the product was discarded. Most electronics discarded in the United States go either to landfills or to China, while most of the electronics discarded in Europe find their way to India, Pakistan, or the west coast of Africa. Until recently, the issue for the international community was how to stop the flow of discarded electronics from the developed world to the developing world. The developing world is now facing a new electronic waste issue: domestically consumed electronics. In 2010, the United Nations estimated that sales of electronics would “rise sharply” over the next decade in China, India, and South and
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1. Yue Wang, More People Have Cell Phones than Toilets, U.N. Study Shows, TIME (Mar. 25, 2013), http://newsfeed.time.com/2013/03/25/more-people-have-cell-phones-than-toilets-u-n-study-shows/ [http://perma.cc/G58G-ZASC] (“Out of the world’s estimated 7 billion people, 6 billion have access to mobile phones. Far fewer—only 4.5 billion people—have access to working toilets.”).


Central America. This prediction has so far proven accurate: China is second only to the United States in the annual number of electronics sold. In 2009, China took its first step toward managing the large amount of domestically produced electronic waste (“e-waste”) when the State Council passed the Regulation for the Administration of the Collection and Disposal of Waste Electrical and Electronic Products (“China WEEE”). China WEEE is an extended producer responsibility law, and it is based on a similar law passed by the European Union in 2003, the Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment Directive (“WEEE Directive”). This Article compares the two laws in an effort to recommend changes to China WEEE. Part I of this Article outlines the e-waste problem generally and in China particularly. Part II introduces the concept of extended producer responsibility and identifies four elements necessary for successful implementation of extended producer responsibility e-waste laws. Part III compares the key provisions of the WEEE Directive and China WEEE. Part IV recommends changes aimed at improving China WEEE.

I. E-WASTE EVERYWHERE

A. The Numbers

Tremendous amounts of electronics are sold every year. In 2012, more than 341 million computers, 119.5 million tablets, 238.5 million televisions, and 1.75 billion cell phones were sold worldwide. Increasingly, electronics are designed to have short life spans, which keep replacement rates high.


5. Id.


The combination of high replacement rates and high annual sales translates to large numbers of obsolete electronics. In 2009, global generation of e-waste exceeded fifty-three million tons.10

Most of the fifty-three million tons of e-waste found its way to China. Each year, some seventy percent of all e-waste is shipped to China.11 There, e-waste is dismantled and recycled in a manner that degrades the environment and harms human health.12 For China, domestic demand only exacerbates this problem. China’s Ministry of Industry and Information estimated that there were 747.4 million cell phones, 220 million computers, and 560 million television sets used in China in 2009.13 In 2010, China produced some 2.3 million tons of e-waste, second only to the United States, which produced around three million tons.14

B. Guiyu, China

Most of the electronics exported to China end up in Guiyu, China, the “e-waste capital of the world.”15 There, over 150,000 migrants work sixteen-hour days, harvesting valuable materials from discarded electronics.16 While primitive, e-waste recovery in Guiyu is remarkably organized. The work is completed in small-scale, family-run workshops that specialize in discrete tasks.17

9. See ELECTRONICS TAKE BACK COALITION, supra note 7, at 4 (finding that sales of consumer electronics in 2013 exceeded sales in 2012 in tablets, “ultra mobile” computers, and cell phones, and were still high in overall PC sales).
12. See infra Part I.C.
16. Id.
While workers employ a variety of methods to dismantle the e-waste, there are some common techniques and themes. For instance, much of the work is conducted in open-air workshops. In some workshops, workers use hammers, screwdrivers, and occasionally electric drills to dismantle e-waste, which is then sold for re-use or to other workshops that specialize in other tasks.\(^\text{18}\) In the other workshops, laborers place circuit boards, computers, and other appliances over hot plates or fires to melt and recover solder and other materials.\(^\text{19}\) Additional materials are recovered by soaking microchips, circuit boards, and other components in acid, which is then discharged into nearby streams.\(^\text{20}\) In some workshops, families strip or burn wires and cables to separate the metal and plastic.\(^\text{21}\) In still other workshops, workers rip apart printer cartridges to access toner, aluminum, steel, and plastic.\(^\text{22}\) Any spare plastic is sorted by rigidity, color, or shine. Plastic that cannot be separated by look or feel is burned and classified according to odor and the color of the flame.\(^\text{23}\) Workshops then shred the sorted plastic, which is placed on vibrating platforms and washed to separate heavier metals from lighter metals and plastics.\(^\text{24}\) Unsurprisingly, the water used in this process contains high levels of toxic, suspended solids, and is discharged without treatment or re-use.\(^\text{25}\)

Much of the e-waste recovery in Guiyu is performed in the Beilin area of Guiyu. The work is turning Guiyu into a toxic dump. Soil and dust samples from workshops revealed dangerous levels of toxic metals\(^\text{26}\) and various organochlorides.\(^\text{27}\) Samples from workers’ homes showed high levels of toxic metals and organochlorides, suggesting that workers carry the metals and organochlorides home.\(^\text{28}\) Streams running alongside acid workshops were highly acidic and showed elevated levels of brominated

\(^{18}\) Id.
\(^{19}\) Id.
\(^{20}\) Id.
\(^{21}\) Id.
\(^{22}\) Id.
\(^{23}\) Id.
\(^{25}\) Id.
\(^{26}\) See id. at 19, 22 (finding dust and soil samples from shredders showed high levels of antimony, cadmium, and copper).
\(^{28}\) Id. at 4; GREENPEACE, supra note 24, at 33.
flame retardants, phthalates, and various metals, including: antimony, cadmium, copper, mercury, and nickel. Not surprisingly, people living in Guiyu have elevated levels of lead and other toxins in their systems. A study conducted by Environmental Health Perspectives compared the blood lead levels (“BLLs”) of 165 children under six years of age in Guiyu, China with those of children under six in Chendian, China. Neither the children in Guiyu nor Chendian worked with e-waste. However, the average BLL of a child in Guiyu was 15.3 micrograms of lead per deciliter (μg/dL) of blood, whereas the average in Chendian was 9.94 μg/dL. The United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention defines elevated BLLs in children under six as those in excess of 5 μg/dL of blood. Lead’s impact on development is well known, and studies have demonstrated deleterious effects on child development at even lower levels. The Environmental Health Perspectives study concluded that processing e-waste caused the elevated levels of lead.

C. Loss of Resources

In addition to the human health and environmental contamination associated with improper recycling of e-waste, improper recovery raises another significant concern: the loss of valuable resources. Electronics contain several valuable and rare metals, many of which are lost due to improper recovery. For example, every year 320 tons of gold and 7,500 tons silver—or twenty-one billion dollars, the GDP of El Salvador—are placed into cell phones, computers, televisions, tablets, and electronic devices. Less than fifteen percent of these metals are recovered.
Limited recovery requires procurement of new resources, which means more mining. Mining is fiscally and environmentally costly because most of the metals required to produce electronics are extracted from expansive, open pit mines.\(^3^7\) One mine in Arizona, for instance, stretches two miles by three-quarters of a mile.\(^3^8\) Moreover, accessing metals in these mines necessitates large quantities of waste rock. In some mines, more than ten tons of waste rock is required to produce one ounce of gold.\(^3^9\)

Moving excess rock and processing the ores is also energy intensive. Moving the waste rock alone consumes between seven and ten percent of the world’s energy production.\(^4^0\) Once the waste rock is removed and the ore isolated, the ore must be processed. Separating the metal from the ore generates numerous toxins, such as sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, and lead.\(^4^1\) Many of these toxins end up contaminating streams and groundwater.\(^4^2\) Mining releases more toxins into the environment than any other industry in the United States, and improper disposal prevents the recovery of these costs.\(^4^3\)

II. EXTENDED PRODUCER RESPONSIBILITY

A. EPR Theory

Extended producer responsibility has been trumpeted as a possible solution to all of issues listed above. The term and concept of extended producer responsibility (“EPR”) is relatively new. EPR as a concept and term was first used in 1990 by Thomas Lindhqvist in a report for the Swedish Ministry of Environmental and Natural Resources.\(^4^4\) Lindhqvist defines EPR as:

---

38. Id. at 27.
41. Id.
42. Id. at 26–27.
43. Id. at 25, 31.
[A] policy principle to promote total life cycle environmental improvements of product systems by extending the responsibilities of the manufacturer of the product to various parts of the entire life cycle of the product, and especially to the take-back, recycling[,] and final disposal of the product.  

EPR is an extension of both the polluter pays principle and take-back programs. By combining these principles, EPR seeks to hold producers accountable for the negative effects of their products by making them financially responsible for the costs associated with recovery and recycling. While assigning recovery responsibilities to producers is a significant departure from the notion that municipalities should be responsible for waste disposal, “there is no obvious reason why government should manage waste instead of industry.” Shifting management of waste from the people to the producers creates a natural incentive for producers to reduce waste, an incentive not present when the cost of waste management is borne by the people.

The theory of EPR is particularly attractive to those concerned about e-waste for at least three reasons. First, as discussed above, electronics contain a bevy of toxic material that is harmful to man and the environment if not treated properly. Second, improper disposal results in the loss of valuable resources and the inputs required to procure such resources. Finally, proper and efficient recycling of electronics is closely tied to

45.  Id. at v.
46.  This Article refers to EPR as if it were a single waste management theory. In reality, EPR is an umbrella term for several types of laws that extend producer responsibility. Some types of EPR include: (1) financial responsibility EPR, which requires producers to pay the full or some part of the cost of collection, recovery, or final disposal; (2) physical responsibility EPR, which requires producers to take responsibility for the physical management of their products; (3) informative responsibility EPR, which requires producers to supply information on their products; (4) liability EPR, which makes producers responsible for environmental damage caused by their products. This Article uses “EPR” to mean wholesale EPR, which makes producers fully responsible for the entire life-cycle of their products. See Chris van Rossem, Naoko Tojo, Thomas Lundhqvist, Extended Producer Responsibility: An Examination of Its Impact on Innovation and Greening Products 5 (2006), available at http://www.greenpeace.org/international/PageFiles/24472/epr.pdf [http://perma.cc/6TZ4-SE8T].
48.  Id.
design. Because each new model is built according to a different schematic, each new model requires different recovery techniques.\textsuperscript{50} Where there is a strong correlation between initial product design and recovery, and especially where that correlation extends to materials toxic to man and the environment, the logic of placing responsibility for end-of-life recovery on the producer is particularly strong. This is because placing such responsibility on the producer internalizes costs.\textsuperscript{51} Once producers are responsible for end-of-life recovery, the desire to remain competitive creates an incentive to reduce costs.\textsuperscript{52} By forcing producers to recycle their products, EPR creates an incentive to design products that are easier to recycle, to make fewer design changes, and to create products with less lead, cadmium, mercury, and other harmful materials.\textsuperscript{53} Thus, EPR laws hold the potential to fund recycling programs for e-waste and change the way electronics are manufactured, used, discarded, and recycled. EPR has the potential to make our electronics less harmful to man and the environment. As Lindhqvist states, “allocating full physical and economic responsibilities to manufacturers will encourage a shift towards providing the functions of the products in a more efficient way.”\textsuperscript{54}

\section*{B. EPR Laws}

While EPR laws, in theory, hold the potential to “encourage a shift towards providing the functions of the products in a more efficient way,” they must be carefully designed to be effective. To encourage producers to build more easily recycled products, EPR laws must be able to fully assign the costs of recovery and recycling to producers. To fully assign these costs, EPR laws must contain at least four elements: (1) a strong recovery requirement; (2) meaningful financial responsibility; (3) substantial oversight of recyclers; and (4) robust enforcement provisions.

Several countries have passed electronics EPR laws, including India,\textsuperscript{55} Japan,\textsuperscript{56} South Korea,\textsuperscript{57} and Brazil.\textsuperscript{58} And while there is no federal law in

\begin{flushleft}
51. Lindhqvist, supra note 44, at 50.
52. \textit{Id.} at ii.
53. \textit{Id.} at 10.
54. \textit{Id.} at vi.
56. Sung-Woo Chung et al., \textit{Application of EPR to Recycling Policies in Japan, Korea, and Taiwan}, in EXTENDED PRODUCER RESPONSIBILITY POLICY IN EAST ASIA: IN CONSIDERATION OF
\end{flushleft}
the United States extending the responsibility of electronics producers, several states have passed EPR laws, including: Maine, Vermont, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Michigan, Texas, Washington, and Oregon. In 2003, the European Union (“EU”) passed the world’s first e-waste EPR law when it enacted the WEEE Directive. The WEEE Directive is considered the “largest, most comprehensive public-to-private transfer of responsibility for e-waste management thus far.” The WEEE Directive states that its purpose is to:

[C]ontribute to sustainable production and consumption by, as a first priority, the prevention of WEEE and, in addition, by the re-use, recycling and other forms of recovery of such wastes so as to reduce the disposal of waste and to contribute to the efficient use of resources and the retrieval of valuable secondary raw materials. It also seeks to improve the environmental performance of all operators involved in the life cycle of EEE, e.g. producers, distributors and consumers and, in particular, those operators directly involved in the collection and treatment of WEEE.

The WEEE Directive seeks to accomplish this purpose by requiring Member States to compel electronics producers to recover and recycle e-waste in an environmentally responsible manner. The WEEE Directive has generally been considered a success in reducing the amount of e-waste that ends up in landfills and reducing the use of virgin materials. China’s e-

---

57. Id.
62. Sachs, supra note 47, at 72.
waste EPR law is based on the EU’s WEEE Directive.\textsuperscript{63} And because the WEEE Directive has successfully\textsuperscript{64} imposed comprehensive requirements\textsuperscript{65} on a diverse array of people across a significant geographical range,\textsuperscript{66} it is the natural law to which China’s electronics EPR law should be compared. The State Council passed China’s electronics EPR law, the Regulation for the Administration of the Collection and Disposal of Waste Electrical and Electronic Products (China WEEE), on February 25, 2009.\textsuperscript{67} The law was passed pursuant to the Clean Production and Solid Waste Laws.\textsuperscript{68} The purpose of China WEEE is to “regulat[e] the recovery and disposal of waste electrical and electronic products, [to] promot[e] the comprehensive resource utilization and the development of [a] circular economy, [to protect] the environment, and [to safeguard] the human health.”\textsuperscript{69} While the purpose of China WEEE is similar to the EU’s WEEE Directive, Charles McElwee notes that “it bears little resemblance to the EU Directive.”\textsuperscript{70} The remainder of this Article will compare the four elements listed above in the WEEE Directive with China WEEE.

III. COMPARISON OF CRITICAL PROVISIONS OF THE WEEE DIRECTIVE & CHINA WEEE

A. Recovery Requirement

To be effective, EPR laws must ensure that producers recover their end-of-life, obsolete products. In the context of electronics, at least three elements are required for successful recovery. First, because electronics are so ubiquitous, an effective recovery requirement must force producers to recover a variety of electronics. Second, the law must make it simple for

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{63} CHARLES R. MCELWEE, ENVIRONMENTAL LAW IN CHINA: MITIGATING RISK AND ENSURING COMPLIANCE 275 (2011).
  \item \textsuperscript{64} Sachs, supra note 47, at 72.
  \item \textsuperscript{65} See id. at 86 (comparing the United States and Europe and stating that Europe has a comprehensive policy); see also ERP Celebrates Recycling Success in Ireland on the 6th Birthday of the WEEE Directive, EUR. RECYCLING PLATFORM (Aug. 12, 2010), http://www.erp-recycling.ie/index.php?content=399 [http://perma.cc/T3AJ-C7PE] (stating the WEEE is the first compliance scheme to have operations in multiple countries).
  \item \textsuperscript{66} See Sachs, supra note 47, at 68 (stating that the European EPR program can be “implemented at national and supranational scales” and that the EPR legislation has been adopted in 25 EU member states).
  \item \textsuperscript{67} Regulation on the Administration of the Recovery and Disposal of Waste Electrical and Electronic Products (China).
  \item \textsuperscript{68} MCELWEE, supra note 63.
  \item \textsuperscript{69} Regulation on the Administration of the Recovery and Disposal of Waste Electrical and Electronic Products (China) art 1.
  \item \textsuperscript{70} MCELWEE, supra note 63.
\end{itemize}
consumers to dispose of e-waste so that it stays out of the municipal waste stream. Finally, producers must be responsible for collection.

1. Scope

a. WEEE Directive

Article 2 of the WEEE Directive states that the law covers electronics listed in the Annexes.\(^71\) Annex 1 lists the ten basic categories to which the law applies: (1) large household appliances; (2) small household appliances; (3) IT and telecommunications equipment; (4) consumer equipment and photovoltaic panels; (5) lighting equipment; (6) electrical and electronic tools; (7) toys, leisure, and sporting equipment; (8) medical devices; (9) monitoring and control instruments; and (10) automatic dispensers.\(^72\) Annex 2 further defines the scope of the WEEE Directive by providing numerous example products in each of the ten categories listed in Annex 1.\(^73\)

b. China WEEE

The scope of China WEEE is substantially less than the WEEE Directive. China WEEE’s recovery requirements apply to “waste electrical and electronic products listed in the Catalogue of [W]aste [E]lectrical and Electronic Products for Disposal.”\(^74\) The first Catalogue was released in early 2010 for comments, officially published on September 8, 2010, and approved by the State Council on January 1, 2011.\(^75\) The Catalogue included five types of products: televisions, refrigerators, washing machines, air conditioners, and computers.\(^76\)

---

71. Directive on Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE), art. 2.
72. Id. annex I.
73. Id. annex II (an exhaustive list of products that expands on the categories found in Annex I).
74. Regulation on the Administration of the Recovery and Disposal of Waste Electrical and Electronic Products, (China) art. 3.
76. First Product Catalogue of China WEEE Published, supra note 75.
2. Collection Responsibilities

a. WEEE Directive

The WEEE Directive provides extensive legislation on collection and recovery of e-waste. Importantly, the Directive imposes collection responsibilities on both the Member States and the distributors. Article 5 requires Member States to “adopt appropriate measures in order to minimise the disposal of WEEE in the form of unsorted municipal waste, to ensure the correct treatment of all collected WEEE and to achieve a high level of separate collection of WEEE.” 77 For WEEE from private households, Member States must ensure that:

(a) systems are set up allowing final holders and distributors to return such waste at least free of charge. Member States shall ensure the availability and accessibility of necessary collection facilities, taking into account, in particular, population density;

(b) when supplying a new product, distributors are responsible for ensuring that such waste can be returned to the distributors at least free of charge on a one-to-one basis as long as the equipment is of equivalent type and has fulfilled the same functions as the supplied equipment . . . ;

(c) distributors provide for the collection at retail shops with sales areas relating to EEE at least 400 m2, or in their immediate proximity, of very small WEEE . . . free of charge to end-users and with no obligation to buy EEE of an equivalent type . . . ;

(d) without prejudice to points (a), (b), and (c) producers are allowed to set up and operate individual and/or collective take-back systems for WEEE from private households . . . .78

Member States also must ensure producers, or third parties on their behalf, collect “WEEE other than WEEE from private households.”79

Article 8 expands on the collection responsibilities, adding that “Member States shall ensure that producers or third parties acting on their behalf set up systems to provide for the recovery of WEEE using best available techniques.”80 Importantly, Article 8 allows producers to recover

WEEE either “individually or collectively.”\(^81\) Once e-waste is separated, the WEEE Directive prohibits it from being disposed of without first undergoing treatment.\(^82\)

b. China WEEE

Article 11 requires the state to:

\[E\]ncourage the producers of electrical and electronic products to recover waste electrical and electronic products by themselves or by entrusting distributors, repair institutions, after-sales service institutions or operators dealing in the recovery of waste electrical and electronic products. The distributors, repair institutions and after-sales service institutions of electrical and electronic products shall set up prompts on the recovery and disposal of waste electrical and electronic products in the conspicuous positions of their business premises.\(^83\)

Recovered waste “shall be disposed of by the disposing enterprises with the qualifications for disposing of waste electrical and electronic products.”\(^84\)

3. Informational Requirements

a. WEEE Directive

In addition to the WEEE Directive’s recovery requirements, the Directive includes informational requirements aimed at improving collection and recovery. Under the WEEE Directive, Members States may, but are not compelled to, require producers to inform customers at the time of purchase of the cost of collection, treatment, and disposal of the product.\(^85\) Producers must inform users of electronics in private households of several things, including: (1) not to dispose of e-waste in the unsorted municipal waste stream, (2) to dispose of e-waste in an available collection system, (3) the user’s “role in contributing to re-use, recycling and other forms of recover of [e-waste],” and (4) the effects of e-waste on human

\(^{81}\) Id.

\(^{82}\) Id. art. 6.

\(^{83}\) Regulation on the Administration of the Recovery and Disposal of Waste Electrical and Electronic Products (China), art. 11.

\(^{84}\) Id.

\(^{85}\) Directive on Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE), art. 14 ¶ 1.
health and the environment. Finally, to discourage individuals from placing their e-waste in the municipal waste stream, the WEEE Directive requires producers to include the following symbol on all electronics.

![Symbol](image)

Figure 1

b. China WEEE

China WEEE contains no similar informational requirement. Article 10 comes closest to the WEEE Directive’s informational requirement. It states: “[s]uch information as content of relevant toxic or hazardous substances and prompt recovery and disposal shall be stated on the electrical and electronic products or in the third product instructions.”

4. Comparison

The WEEE Directive’s recovery requirements are much stronger and more detailed than China WEEE’s requirements. First, the WEEE Directive applies to a much broader scope of electronics. Second, the WEEE Directive requires Member States to compel producers to collect their waste, whereas China WEEE merely “encourages” recovery. Third, the WEEE Directive’s information requirement goes much further toward keeping e-waste out of the municipal waste stream because it is much more explicit than China WEEE’s informational requirement. The WEEE
Directive’s broader scope and more explicit informational requirements go further toward reducing the amount of e-waste that is improperly disposed, a vitally important component of a successful EPR law. Moreover, the WEEE Directive’s mandate that producers recover their products is more in line with the theory of EPR.

Therefore, while the WEEE Directive allows producers to form group recovery operations—obscurring the actual costs of recovery—its mandates get closer to establishing a true electronics EPR. Given the extensive recovery requirements in the WEEE Directive, it is no surprise that its Member States have largely met the recovery goals. As a result of its success, in 2012, the EU increased collection targets to require Member States to collect a higher percentage of e-waste.93

B. Financial Responsibility

Clear financing responsibility is critical to a successful electronics EPR law. If an EPR law does not compel producers to pay the full price for the recovery, collection, and disposal of their products, the EPR law will be less effective at incentivizing product redesign. Thus, in analyzing the financial responsibility provisions of the WEEE Directive and China WEEE, it is important to consider whether and to what extent the laws internalize the costs of end-of-life recovery.

1. WEEE Directive

Article 12 and Article 13 contain the WEEE Directive’s financing requirements. Article 12 outlines financing for e-waste from private households and Article 13 provides for the financing of e-waste from sources other than private households. Article 12 states that “Member States shall ensure that producers provide at least for the financing of the collection, treatment, recovery and environmentally sound disposal of WEEE from private households.”94 Under the Directive, Member States must “ensure that each producer provides a guarantee when placing a product on the market showing that the management of all [e-waste] will be


Financing of e-waste from users other than private households must also be borne by the producers.  

2. China WEEE

The funding requirement in China WEEE is listed in Article 7. It provides that:

The state shall establish a fund for the disposal of waste electrical and electronic products for the expense for recovering and disposing of waste electrical and electronic products. The producers of electrical and electronic products, the consignees of imported electrical and electronic products and their agents shall, according to the relevant provisions, perform obligation of payment to the fund for the disposal of waste electrical and electronic products.  

3. Comparison

The WEEE Directive’s financing provisions are more thorough than China WEEE’s. The Directive’s clear mandate that producers be capable of financing the collection, treatment, recovery, and environmentally sound disposal of e-waste before placing products on the market ensures that electronics producers think about cost of recovery at the design stage, and makes it more likely that funds will be available when the electronics become obsolete. Further, by requiring that individual producers be financially responsible for their own products, the WEEE Directive guarantees that producers receive the feedback necessary to redesign products to reduce costs. Thus, the WEEE Directive’s financing provision forces producers to internalize the costs associated with placing electronics on the market.

China WEEE does a poor job of forcing producers to internalize costs, and therefore, falls short on one of the most important components of an EPR law. Because it establishes a fund instead of forcing producers to pay...
for their products, China WEEE does nothing to provide producers with individual feedback. By failing to provide producers with individual feedback, China WEEE does nothing to incentivize producers to develop products for ease of end-of-life recovery. China WEEE’s failure to create producer incentives cannot be overstated because an EPR law’s success or failure depends largely on its ability to incentivize design change. But even if the fund did provide feedback and incentivize product redesign, the efficacy of a state-controlled fund is likely to be undermined by corruption. Thus, on the whole, China WEEE’s funding requirement is inadequate for the purpose of the law.

C. Oversight of Recyclers

Oversight of recyclers is imperative. Without proper oversight, recyclers will dispose of their e-waste in the cheapest possible manner, which usually means sending e-waste to places like Guiyu. Proper oversight is also important to ensure that the recyclers use environmentally sound techniques. Effective EPR laws must (1) have strong permitting requirements that ensure recyclers use best available technology and (2) have strong oversight provisions to prevent recyclers from shipping e-waste to workshops in India, China, and the rest of the developing world.


1. WEEE Directive

Member States must “ensure that all separately collected [e-waste] undergoes proper treatment.” Proper treatment must include the “removal of all fluids and a selective treatment in accordance with Annex VII.” Annex VII contains a detailed list of mixtures and components that must be removed from any e-waste separated from the municipal waste stream. Any entity that treats e-waste must obtain a permit in compliance with Article 23. In addition to other conditions, permits may only be issued to entities capable of meeting the requirements outlined in Annex VII. Article 23 requires Member States to carry out “appropriate inspections and monitoring to verify the proper implementation of th[e] [WEEE] Directive.” Inspections must include “the operations at treatment facilities.” The cost of such inspections may be charged to producers.

2. China WEEE

China WEEE requires recyclers to:

[O]btain the qualification for disposing of waste electrical and electronic products according to this Regulation; if it fails to obtain the qualification for disposal, it shall deliver the recovered waste electrical and electronic products to a disposing enterprise with the qualification for disposing of waste electrical and electronic products for disposal.

According to Article 23, disposing enterprises must:

(1) hav[e] sound facilities for the disposal of waste electrical and electronic products;
(2) hav[e] a plan for the proper use or disposal of waste electrical and electronic products which cannot be fully disposed of;

---

103. Directive on Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE), art. 8 ¶ 1.
104. Id. ¶ 2.
105. Id. annex VII.
106. Id. art. 9, ¶ 1 at 47 (referring to article 23 of Directive 2008/98/EC).
107. Id. art. 8 ¶ 3.
108. Id. art. 23 ¶ 1.
109. Id. ¶ 1(c).
110. Id. ¶ 3.
111. Regulation on the Administration of the Recovery and Disposal of Waste Electrical and Electronic Products (China), art. 12.
(3) [h]av[e] the sorting, packing and other equipment appropriate for the waste electrical and electronic products to be disposed of; and
(4) [h]av[e] the relevant technical professionals on safety, quality and environmental protection.\textsuperscript{112}

Recyclers must also “meet the relevant requirements of the state for the comprehensive resource utilization, environmental protection, labor safety and protection of human health.”\textsuperscript{113} Recyclers are not allowed to “dispose of waste electrical and electronic products by technologies and processes which have been expressly eliminated by the state.”\textsuperscript{114}

Entities that dispose of electronic waste must “establish a daily environment monitoring system for the disposal of waste electrical and electronic products.”\textsuperscript{115} These entities must also:

\begin{itemize}
  \item [E]stablish an information management system for data on waste electrical and electronic products, and report the basic data and relevant information on the disposal of waste electrical and electronic products to the competent department of environmental protection of the people’s government of a districted city where it is located. The basic data on the disposal of waste electrical and electronic products shall be kept for a period of not less than three years.\textsuperscript{116}
\end{itemize}

3. Comparison

China WEEE provides for little oversight of recyclers. Moreover, China WEEE’s qualifications for recyclers are subjective and undefined, leaving recyclers without guidance and the government without objective criteria with which to judge recyclers. Finally, Article 17 seems to impose a self-reporting requirement in place of government inspections. Thus, there seems to be no real mechanism in China WEEE with which to oversee how e-waste is recycled.

In contrast, the WEEE Directive’s permitting requirements are outlined in detail in Annex VII. Prior to receiving a permit, recyclers must complete a variety of tasks to a specified standard. The WEEE Directive requires
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Member States to inspect recyclers to verify compliance. These requirements ensure that producers pay the full cost of dismantling products in an environmentally responsible manner.

D. Enforcement

Strong enforcement provisions are important for obvious reasons. Without adequate enforcement measures, recyclers and producers will not comply with the law, and the goals of EPR will not be achieved. A strong enforcement provision must set penalties high enough to make noncompliance more costly than compliance.

1. WEEE Directive

The WEEE Directive requires Member States to penalize violations of the national laws adopted pursuant to the Directive. The penalties provided for must be effective, proportionate and dissuasive. Member States have established heavy penalties for violations. In Germany, are as high as 50,000 Euros per violation; in Italy, up to 100,000 Euros; in Spain, up to 1.2 million Euros; and in Ireland, up to fifteen million Euros and imprisonment up to ten years.

2. China WEEE

Chapter IV of China WEE covers Legal Liabilities. Article 27 imposes a 50,000 yuan fine on producers for the failure to “state such information as content of toxic or hazardous substances and prompts on recovery and disposal on the produced or imported electrical and electronic products or in the product instructions according to relevant provisions.” Article 28 provides that the Government can close businesses, “confiscate illegal gains, and impose a fine of not less than 50,000 yuan but not more than 500,000 yuan” for improper disposal of electronic waste. Article 31 states that:
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Where, in violation of this Regulation, a disposing enterprise fails to establish an information management system for data on waste electrical and electronic products, fails to report the basic data and relevant information according to the relevant provisions, reports false basic data or relevant information, or fails to keep the basic data according to the prescribed period, the competent department of environmental protection of the people’s government of a districted city where it is located shall order it to correct within a prescribed time limit, and may impose a fine of not more than 50,000 yuan on it.  

122.

Article 32 imposes the same fine on “disposing enterprises” that either “fail[] to establish a daily environment monitoring system or fails to carry out daily environment monitoring.”  

123.

3. Comparison

China WEEE’s penalty provisions are too low to dissuade producers from violating the law. Converted to dollars, the 50,000 to 500,000 yuan penalties range from $8,093.90 to $80,939.00. In 2009, total sales revenue for electronic products sold in China exceeded 5.1305 trillion yuan, or $751 billion. Given the sales revenue, it is unlikely that these fines are high enough to dissuade producers from violating the law because compliance is more costly than the penalties stemming from noncompliance. But beyond the relatively small penalty for noncompliance, enforcement of China WEEE runs into the same problem that plagues enforcement of all environmental laws in China: the difficulty of balancing economic growth and environmental protection.

In contrast, the WEEE Directive merely provides that penalties be of sufficient amount to be “effective, proportionate, and dissuasive.” From a review of the various Member States’ penalty provisions, it seems that Member States have taken this requirement seriously. Member States have
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set penalties high enough to make noncompliance prohibitively expensive, and have fined producers for failing to implement laws.  

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

There is little information available on the success of China WEEE, but comparing its key provisions with those of the WEEE Directive, it seems clear that, as it stands now, the law will not create true extended producer responsibility. To extend producer responsibility, EPR laws must, at minimum, have four elements: (1) strong recovery requirements; (2) meaningful financial responsibility; (3) substantial oversight of recyclers; and (4) robust enforcement provisions. China WEEE’s recovery requirements are not as robust as the WEEE Directive’s; the fund China WEEE establishes does not create meaningful financial responsibility; China WEEE does not require oversight of recyclers; and the law’s penalty provisions are too low to encourage compliance.

A. Stronger Recovery Requirement

To effectuate true EPR, China WEEE must have a stronger recovery requirement. In the context of e-waste, EPR laws must cover a broad range of products, must prevent waste from entering the municipal waste stream, and must obligate producer recovery.

China WEEE’s recovery requirements are failing. The law applies to a limited range of products, does little to prevent e-waste from entering the waste stream, and merely encourages producers to recover their obsolete electronics. China WEEE’s recovery requirements must be amended to benefit from extending producer responsibility. In amending the recovery requirements, Chinese lawmakers would do well to consider the WEEE Directive’s collection and informational requirements, which do much more to obligate producers to recover their products and increase collection rates.

B. Financial Responsibility

China WEEE’s financial responsibility provisions are inadequate and fall short of creating meaningful EPR. China WEEE obligates producers to
pay into a fund rather than pay the cost of recovering and recycling their products. Because fund payments do not correspond to the cost of end-of-life recovery, they do not provide producers with the feedback necessary to incentivize product redesign. Product redesign will only occur when producers must pay the full price of recycling their product. Because one of the primary goals of EPR is to encourage product redesign, China WEEE’s financial responsibility provisions fall short.

Chinese lawmakers should examine the WEEE Directive’s financial responsibility provisions, which go further toward incentivizing product redesign. While no study confirms the WEEE Directive’s impact on product redesign, individual financial responsibility should, in theory, encourage producers to redesign products for ease of end-of-life recovery.

C. Oversight of Recyclers

China WEEE must provide for more stringent oversight of recyclers. At present, China WEEE’s permitting requirements are subjective and undefined, leaving recyclers and the government with little guidance. In addition, China WEEE does not require inspections of recycling facilities. By failing to provide clear permitting and inspection requirements, China WEEE does nothing to force producers to responsibly recycle their electronics. If the Chinese government is concerned about the toxins released through the improper recycling of e-waste, China WEEE must be amended to provide meaningful permitting and inspection requirements. The WEEE Directive provides extensive permitting requirements in Annex VII. Chinese lawmakers should consider these requirements before updating China WEEE’s permitting system. To ensure permitting requirements are met, China WEEE must inspect recycling facilities instead of relying on self-reporting. Although the WEEE Directive neither imposes a frequency or thoroughness requirement on inspections, China WEEE could be more effective by requiring routine inspections and delineating exactly what the inspections must cover.
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D. Enforcement

Setting penalties for violations is difficult. To be effective, a penalty must reach a level where compliance is cheaper than the risk of violation. It seems clear that the penalties imposed under China WEEE are too low to properly discourage noncompliance; however, it is not clear where penalties should be set. The WEEE Directive deals with this problem by requiring Member States to simply set penalties that are “effective, proportionate, and dissuasive.” Member States have imposed substantial penalties on violators because if the EU determined a Member State’s penalty provisions were too low, it would take the Member State to court for failing to properly implement the WEEE Directive. While allowing individual Member States to set penalties is a unique and clever way to get around the difficult issue of setting appropriate penalties, it is not clear that a similar provision is warranted or advisable to deal with China’s electronics producers. Whether giving local governments the authority to set effective, proportionate, and deterrent penalties is reasonable would require an analysis of both the cost of compliance in different regions of China, and the relative ease with which the central government could oversee the local governments. Such analyses are outside the scope of this Article; however, it remains clear that the various penalties imposed by China WEEE are too low to encourage producers to comply with its provisions.

CONCLUSION

This Article sought to compare China WEEE with the purposes of EPR and its model, the WEEE Directive to determine whether China WEEE could fulfill the goals of EPR. This Article identified four key elements necessary to the successful implementation of EPR laws and compared the provisions of China WEEE with the provisions of the WEEE Directive that implement those four elements. Comparison of these provisions makes clear that China WEEE is lacking in all elements necessary for successful implementation of EPR. The recovery requirements are too weak; the financing responsibilities are too indirect; the oversight of recyclers is too little; and the penalty provisions are too low for China WEEE to effectuate extended producer responsibility.

To improve recovery requirements, Chinese lawmakers should broaden the scope of China WEEE, obligate producer recovery, and mandate strong information requirements so that producers internalize the deleterious
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externalities they produce. For China WEEE to create true EPR, the law must be amended to place full financial responsibility for recovery and recycling on individual producers instead of obligating producers to pay into a state-administered fund. If China is serious about reducing the improper recycling of electronics, China WEEE must incorporate explicit and clear permitting requirements for recycling companies, as well as require routine and thorough inspections of recycling facilities. Finally, to deter noncompliance, China WEEE must make noncompliance expensive by increasing penalties and ensuring violators are quickly and appropriately punished. If China is serious about extending the responsibility of electronics producers, China WEEE must be amended.